
Japanese Special Editions 

What is a Japanese special edition? 
- You might recognize a Japanese special edition by what is called the Obi or Tasuki 

Strip (Loosely means spine card in English) 

• The obi strip is the column usually on the left of the CD or vinyl that contains the 
title of the product, track listings, price, catalog number and information on related 
releases in Japanese


• Since the Obi Strip is typically made of simple materials, a release that has the 
strip still intact is popular among collectors and fetches a higher price tag


• Obi Strips are not exclusive to music releases and are also used in books, DVDs, 
toys & video games


- The other defining characteristic of the Japanese special edition is the exclusive 
tracks


• This is the true meat of a Japanese release because the release will have exclusive 
tracks that cannot be accessed otherwise
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What is a Japanese exclusive track? 
- These songs are live performances, alternate mixes, or even unreleased songs


• Example: Paul McCartney’s 2020 album, III, had four special editions that 
contained a different color variant and a special song for each. If you were to buy 
all four editions you would be spending ~$50. Whereas, the Japanese release has 
all four of the exclusive songs in one copy.


• Frequently though you cannot *legally* find these exclusive tracks without 
importing a copy from Japan


- These exclusive tracks are part of the contracts that Japanese record labels make 
when obtaining distribution rights


• Obviously we’re not dealing with bootleg sources here


Why does Japan have this more so than other countries? 
- The biggest reason is to encourage domestic consumers to buy physical media that 

was manufactured in Japan instead of importing


• In 2020, reports showed that 70% of music sales in Japan were CDs


• Streaming is much less popular in Japan, but is slowly increasing


- The cost of manufacturing is higher in Japan: A standard CD can cost 2,500 Yen 
(~$23 USD)


• Cost factors to consider: value of Yen, higher cost of living in Japan, national 
preference for higher quality materials, & a complicated distribution network full of 
middlemen (which I am by no means qualified to dive into)


- At the average cost for a normal CD, it is still cheaper for a Japanese consumer to 
import their music from abroad


• This is where the practice of exclusive material began and created the consumer 
proposition: do you wait for shipping to get your music cheaper but in a longer 
timeframe from the initial release? Or do you pay extra for day one releases AND 
get exclusive material that the imported copy won’t have? Plus the higher quality 
package doesn’t hurt.
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Value & Collectors 
- Quality of the exclusive tracks comes down to the record label and the band (i.e. not 

all bonus tracks are created equal)


- Though not entirely proven, there are collectors who swear that the Japanese 
releases are of higher sound quality


• ‘80s and ‘90s Japanese releases have been proven to be true in this argument


- At the end of the day it is up to the individual whether the price is worthwhile


• Some of these tracks are never seen outside of the Japanese market


• Some find there way onto deluxe/anniversary editions of well received albums


This happens everywhere not just Japan 
- Unless an artist is on a large record label with a global distribution network, they will 

typically sign distribution rights to local labels in regions around the world


• There are even instances where a large artist will maintain this strategy in order to 
increase artistic control and benefit from additional record advances per market 
(Ex: Bjork). Obvious downside is maintaining multiple record contracts.


- Some markets have created the opposite scenario of removing tracks to avoid 
negative publicity in specific cultures


• Ex: Manic Street Preachers had four tracks removed from their US edition of their 
debut album Generation Terrorists


• Ex: The Rolling Stone removed Sister Morphine from the Spain edition of Sticky 
Fingers due to overt drug references


Closing Thoughts 
- Could we have a future where album releases are standardized? Do we want that?


- How does streaming play into this? Artists and albums vary country to country 
already.


- IMO If Japan maintains it avid collector culture then this release model will always be 
an avenue record labels will uphold
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